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getting lower and lower, I fell fast asleep Suddenly I
was awakened by the mistress's thimble tapping, tapping
relentlessly upon my head, and as I woke I saw that tall,
gaunt figure towering over me and glaring into my eyes
Then for the first time I knew terror something unes-
capable and yet to be fled from I fled—out of the house,
out of the town, up to the hill and along a lonely lane
called "Jacob's Ladder " I flung myself down on the
ground, but could still feel the relentless thimble tap-
ping, tapping on my head I did not know what it
meant, but I wanted to die, I wanted to be like the birds
with no lessons to learn except flying and eating Then
suddenly the artist in me—with my stomach aiding—
brought me to my senses I remembered that birds have
only insects and worms to eat and knew that I wanted
my tea Never did Shakespeare say truer word than
that which he puts into the mouth of Cleopatra "I am
quickly ill and well " The emotions of people of artistic
temperament are of an intensity which others can
neither experience nor imagine, but it is mercifully
ordained that they are sooner assuaged than are the
emotions of less impressionable folk
It is said that a great French actress—reproved for
wearing bright colours the day after her lover's funeral
—replied "Ah, you should have seen me yesterday, then
you would have known what true sorrow is1"
The family decided, after the thimble episode, that I
was too young for school, and they waited until I was
eight before sending me back This time a high school
The Priory But I had no luck All went well until the
end of the term, when the parents came to hear their
children recite Our class was to do scenes from Hans
Andersen's "Snow Queen " Each of us was to read an
allotted number of lines My turn I began to read and,
absorbed in the story, went on reading far beyond my
allowance Nobody interrupted, and when I came to the
end I was applauded I wasn't used to that My brothers
never applauded when I read poetry to them, and so
when the head mistress was called I feared the thimble,

